'In the face of adversity, lies an opportunity’, an online zoom call Webinar was arranged by BCIHMCT, for the students to come forward and discuss various problems faced during the pandemic by our state Delhi and the Partner State – Sikkim. While discussing it was clearly reflected that Sikkim reported its first ever Corona case on 23rd may 2020, which was 72 days ahead of rest of the nation. The statics clearly reflected how Sikkim prevent the outbreak of the Virus by stopping entry of tourists from February and has now prohibited entry to any outsider till October. The state, under the leadership of newly elected Chief Minister PS Goley, had been doing exceptionally well in the coronavirus crisis with a track record of being a green zone for almost three months. It was also noted that following the lockdown Sikkim noted the lowest tourist footfall in past 20 years during April, which is its peak tourist season. While talking about Delhi, being one of the severely hit states by the virus; Delhi is all ready to face its upcoming peak expected in the month of June. It was seen in the best-case scenario as projected using a hybrid time-series model, Delhi’s peak of approximately 4,900 active cases will arrive somewhere between the end of May and start of June. However, the worst case projection, reveals that a much higher peak of around 20,000 active cases will only arrive by the third week of June. Students of both states also complained lack of physical activities and the volley of news on the COVID-19 causing fatigue and mental stress. The entire session was conducted under the Guidance of Ms. Rachna Chandan and Mr. Siddharth Shrivastava